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mixed methods research: a discussion paper - ncrm - an event on mixed methods was put on by the
royal statistical society (london, march 2005) and a two day workshop on the topic by the esrc research
methods programme (manchester, october 2005). improved methods and measures for computing
dynamic ... - proceedings of the 2010 winter simulation conference b. johansson, s. jain, j. montoya-torres, j.
hugan, and e. yücesan, eds. improved methods and measures for computing dynamic program open access
research does the engagement of clinicians and ... - methods an ‘hourglass’ review was undertaken that
consisted of three stages: (1) a broad mapping exercise exploring a large number of bodies of literature that
might contain improving intelligence analysis with decision science - the first focuses on methods for
improving forecast quality through interventions on data sources (including raw forecasts), whereas the
second focuses on doing so through behavioral interventions (e.g., through selection, training, and team
structuring). sparse dnns with improved adversarial robustness - sparse dnns with improved adversarial
robustness ... these methods focus only on the sparsity of middle-layer activations and pay little attention to
the sparsity of connections. 3 sparsity and robustness of classiﬁers this paper aims at analyzing and exploring
potential relationships between the sparsity and robust-ness of classiﬁers to untargeted white-box adversarial
attacks, from both ... exploring global consciousness - princeton university - exploring global
consciousness submitted to explore: the journal of science & healing roger nelson1,# and peter bancel2,3
abstract the global consciousness project (gcp) is a long-term experiment which investigates the proposition
that direct correlations of mind and matter may occur on a global scale. the project is motivated by numerous
experiments which suggest that the behavior of random ... teacher classroom practices and student
performance: how ... - the current study seeks to fill this gap in the literature by using quantitative methods
to study the link between student academic achievement and teacher classroom practices, as well as other
aspects of teaching, such as the professional development teachers receive in support of improving
teaching and learning in mathematics: case studies - improving teaching and learning in mathematics:
case studies figure 1 developing teaching and learning approaches this first task requires copies of the chosen
case study for each teacher and access (one between two) basic classical ethnographic research
methods - (the eiccars) working paper series. in another of these working papers, titled what is ethnography?
methodological, and epistemological attributes , i posit two of the attributes as: (1) ethnography includes both
qualitative and quantitative methods; and (2) ethnography includes both classical and non‑classical
ethnographic approaches. the argument for the first is supported by the fact that ... exploring efficiency and
effectiveness in the supply chain ... - 1 exploring efficiency and effectiveness in the supply chain a
conceptual analysis benedikte borgström jönköping international business school the selection of a
research approach - sage publications - increased and along with it, the development of mixed methods
research. with this background, it should prove helpful to view definitions of these three key terms as used in
this book: qualitative research . is an approach for exploring and understand-ing the meaning individuals or
groups ascribe to a social or human problem. the process of research involves emerging questions and procedures ...
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